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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060)

FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (89-67) (P)

RE: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, 11/22/63,
   DALLAS, TEXAS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EXCEPT AS SHOWN

Enclosed here are 8 copies of LHM containing certain comments made by ALFRED DWIGHT AMOS FEATHERSTON, enclosed for the Dallas Division are 2 copies of this LHM, FEATHERSTON is subject of Bureau file 105-74802, and SA files 105-1953.

The pertinent information in enclosed LHM was obtained by SA 673-S (SA T-1). Informant explained that FEATHERSTON, who had been absent from San Antonio for about one month, appeared at informant's place of business during the late night hours of 6/14/64. This was the first time informant had seen FEATHERSTON since FEATHERSTON departed for Mexico. Accompanying FEATHERSTON was a woman whom informant had never seen before and who FEATHERSTON introduced to informant as ESTHER. No last name was mentioned.

FEATHERSTON furnished informant the information set forth in the LHM while only the three persons were present.

In furnishing the information to SA DANIEL MAGENNIS of the San Antonio office, informant pointed out that 13/64 FEATHERSTON, prior to his leaving San Antonio for Mexico in
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May, 1964, was interviewed by the FBI and thereafter FEATHERSTON made comments to Informant that he was suspicious of one Dr. RUTH BELLINGER MCCOY having furnished the FBI information concerning him. Informant continued to explain to SA MAGENNIS that FEATHERSTON's story concerning the assassination could conceivably be an attempt to trap Informant inasmuch as the information could later come to FEATHERSTON's attention.

For the reasons set forth above, Informant requested that the information he furnished, which is set forth in enclosed LHM, be furnished to the President's Commission only and that no other dissemination of this information be made. In view of this, the San Antonio office recommends that Informant's request for limited dissemination be honored. Therefore, the San Antonio office is not giving consideration to interviewing FEATHERSTON concerning his statements about the assassination.

It is further recommended that any leads in this matter be left to the Bureau, and that the Dallas and San Antonio offices do not incorporate the information in enclosed LHM in any investigative report or other document that will be disseminated.

Identity of Source

SA T-1; [SA 673-S] Unannounced

SA T-2; NK T-1
Confidential Source Abroad as set out in the report of SA MATTHEW D. CRAWFORD, JR., dated 7/5/60 at Newark captioned ALFRED DWIGHT AMOST FEATHERSTON, Cover Page "B".